nanoHUB.org Publishing: Impact for Nano Centers

nanoHUB.org Audience

87,473 unique users last 12 months -
90% from .edu, 5% from .com, 3% from .gov
56 Universities used nanoHUB in '07-'08 classes
51 Minority Serving Institutions have users (11%)

nanoHUB.org delivers Impact for your Research Output

Research published on nanoHUB.org has 213 Citations in research literature

Focus on Schred - 80 Citations

Tool published by Vasilieka Group at ASU

ASU Schred Group has citations from

Others - 71 papers, citing Schred

nanoHUB.org is used at 11% of all Minority Serving Institutions

(U.S. Dept. of Education list of institutions)

- Web is a level field for all institutions
- Zero incremental cost to participate in nano research and education versus building physical laboratories
- Reach MSIs easily via web

nanoHUB.org Cyberinfrastructure

Publish Your Content anytime

simple upload, free hosting, free usage data

56 institutions in 2007-08

Why use nanoHUB.org

- It's FREE, augment your web site
- Publish seminars, simulation tools, and more
- Audience of 87,000 and growing
- Detailed usage data for all published items
- Quantify your Center's impact